
 
 

 

Name: _____________________ 

Class: ____________________ 

Grade 3, Theme 1 
Dear Parents, 

We have had a wonderful start to the school year.  We have spent the last two weeks meeting everyone, 
developing our class rules, and learning procedures and expectations.  We have also been conducting 
individual assessments on the students and we are now about to start the English program. The first theme 
is called “School Days,” and we hope that students realize that what they learn in school will help them be 
successful as adults. 

Please keep this paper in a safe place so that you know what work we are covering.  

Your child has also been given a VOCABULARY PACKET to provide additional practice on this theme’s 
vocabulary words.  

 

Student Edition: Ruby the Copy Cat  
Author Peggy Rathmann 
Genre: Realistic Fiction 
Story Theme: A Humorous story of how an energetic young girl learns to be true to 
herself 
Vocabulary: Trudged, gushed, coincidence, pleasant, modeled, murmured, loyal, 
recited, frustrated, imitated 
Grammar: Sentence; Statements and Questions  
Story Writing: Personal Narrative  
 A personal narrative tells about an interesting experience the writer had 
The narrative is written in a logical order 
Transition words connect the ides 
The writer’s thoughts and feelings are include d 
A variety of sentences are included, the ending wraps up the story 
 
 
 
Student Edition: The Day Eddie Met the Author  
Author: Louise Borden 
Genre: Realistic Fiction 
Story Theme: A Boy finally gets to meet the author of the books he has 
read and enjoys 
Vocabulary: Conquer, resistance, assembly, plenty, dismiss, squirmed, 
patchwork, autographed, ponder anticipation 
Grammar: Commands and Exclamations 
Story Writing: continue Personal Narratives 
 
 
 
Student Edition: Schools Around The World  
Author: Margaret C. Hall  
Genre: Expository Nonfiction 



 
 
Story Themes: Discusses the similarities and differences between 
schools and school children all over the world 
 
Vocabulary: Proper, boarding, chores, certain, resources, culture, 

tutor, uniforms, literacy, diverse 
Grammar: Complete and simple subjects and predicates 
Writing: Paragraph of Information 
Gives facts about real things 
Has a topic sentence 
Discusses a topic that can be covered in one paragraph 
Includes details 
Uses words called transitions to connect ideas 
 
 
 
Student Edition: The School News  
Illustrator: Sheri Johnston   
Genre: Reader’s Theater, News Script  
Story Themes: Students deliver a newscast to inform their classmates about school activities 
Vocabulary: viewers, survive, camouflage, concealed, independent, donated, media, feature, image, 
popular   
Grammar: Compound Subjects and Predicates 
Story Writing: Writing on Demand 
 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact your child’s teacher at school. 
 
Grade 3 English Teachers 
 


